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CZECH 100 BEST 2007
Prague Castle 
November 30

Pan European Society 
COMENIUS

invites you to 

“Key Factors of Success” 
conference 

/New Gallery, 8:30 am/

&
“Czech 100 Best” 
gala evening & 

award ceremony
/Spanish Hall, 6:00 pm/

Registration 
form available at

www.comenius.cz

Canada bound 

The good news for Czech travelers bound for North America 
keeps piling in. First, Canada announced that it's canceling its 
visas for Czech tourists. Second, the U.S. confirmed that the 
Czech visa-refusal rate had dropped to 6.7%, well below the 
10% level needed for abolishing visas in 1-2 years. And third, 
the U.S. dollar hit a record low against the crown of about Kč 

18.50. With the dollar so low, though, many young Czechs 
who are seeking to earn money (illegally) in the U.S. and not 
to spend money there are having to rethink their work/travel 
strategy. The nest egg from sweeping American floors doesn't 
grow as fast anymore. Canada, with no visas and a stronger 
dollar, is suddenly a more viable destination. When Foreign 
Minister Karel Schwarzenberg asked Czechs not abuse the 

new visa-free regime, he seemed mainly to have the Roma in 
mind. But he could just as easily have been warning about a 

new wave of Czechs seeking to earn a quick (Canadian) buck.
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Glossary
to be bound for - to be headed for or towards; to keep piling in (or up) - to accumulate, grow in number; weak U.S. dollar - one reason given for the drop in the Czech visa-refusal rate from 9.5% to 6.7% in the recent fiscal year; 

strong Canadian dollar - the Canadian dollar is now worth more than the U.S. dollar; nest egg - a sum of money saved for the future; Roma - Gypsies (there was an influx of Roma to Canada 10 years ago, causing Canada to impose visas on Czechs);buck - dollar;note - analysts tell us that the "carry trade" is no longer a factor in determining the rate of the crown.


